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ABSTRACT 
LIBRARIESOF M.I. TYPM iwk:PROVIDING an increasing number of resources that 
users can access from remote sites. Academic libraries, in particular, are 
becoming partners in their parent institutions' distance learning programs. 
As a result, library staff now work with remote users (both students and 
faculty) with their own unique characteristics, needs, and expectations. 
To promote user satisfaction, library staff need to better understand users 
and their needs as well as cnable users to meet those needs. This article 
provides a particular focus on remote nsers in an academic environment. 
INTRODUCTION 
As libraries approach the beginning of a new century, they are en- 
countering numerous developments that present both challenges and 
opportunities. While the list of developments is a lengthy one, key devel- 
opments include: a user-centered orientation, a team-based work envi- 
ronment, steady or diminiqhing resources, and more pervasive technol- 
o w  
Related to a focus on users is the need to identify more clearly, and 
better understand, groupings of library constituents. This becomes par- 
ticularly essential in light of the ever-increasing integration of technoIo<gy. 
It is no longer sufficient to be concerned solely with the issues of access 
versus ownership, how to pay for an increasing number of electronic in- 
formation resources, the equipment needs to provide access to technol- 
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ogy, or the physical facility in which to do so. Rather, library staff should 
focus on who is using electronic information resources, how they do so, 
and what are their needs and expectations. 
It is a given that library staff should differentiate between on-site and 
remote users. In addition, they need to recognize the various groupings 
of remote users as well. The user who may be a few buildings away from 
the library on campus encounters a situation different from the student 
or faculty member participating in a distance learning curriculum involv- 
ing a distance of hundreds or thousands of miles. Likewise, the user who 
has never before used electronic information resources brings a different 
set of needs and expectations than does the veteran user who may have 
established an effective relationship with library staff. Thus, staff will real- 
ize that a one-size-fits-all approach is likely to fail. For this article, the 
authors have defined a remote user as any individual accessing electronic 
library resources from any site outside a library without regard to physical 
distance or enrollment in a formal curriculum. 
REMOTE USERS 
On-campus remote users are likely to be highly motivated, possess 
significant experience with library research and familiarity with electronic 
resources, and demonstrate relatively high success in using information 
technology. Like distance education students, they have less time for study. 
Consequently, they need education in more intense doses. Distance edu- 
cation students are also highly motivated and exhibit ambition due, in 
part, to their typically older age and a sense of maturity that is often asso-
ciated with having a family or a well-established career. While some dis- 
tance learning students may already be familiar with the library, many 
possess limited experience with library research and are unfamiliar with 
electronic resources. Likewise, their technology backgrounds may be more 
limited, and they may have less access to technical computer support 
(Rosenquist-Buhler,1996) with the bulk of their experience gained in the 
work setting. 
CUSTOMER AND EXPECTATIONSNEEDS 
Needs should generally be more objective than either wants or de- 
mands. As a result, these needs are likely to be at least partially based on 
reason or logic. These are elements that are instrumental; if people do 
not have their needs met, they may fail to achieve a goal. 
Expectations are the standards against which a vendor’s or service 
provider’s performance should be judged. How does one define expec- 
tations? Expectations are assumptions about the likelihood of something 
occurring. Alternatively, they reflect anticipated performance. 
Customers tend to hold expectations that can be considered quite 
basic. Of greatest importance to customers is a basic solid performance 
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and that promises are kept. Customers desire a quality service or product 
provided in a friendly and courteous manner. Customer service expecta- 
tions fall into two categories: (1) service as an end result or outcome that 
involves reliability or the ability to perform a promised service both de- 
pendably and accurately; and (2) service process, which consists of the 
following dimensions-assurance (the ability of staff to convey a high de- 
gree of trust and confidence based on knowledge and courtesy), respon- 
siveness (a demonstrated willingness to help customers and provide prompt 
service), empathy (providing caring, individualized attention to custom- 
ers), and tangibles (the appearance of physical facilities, the amount of 
equipment and staff, and the degree of communication that exists be- 
tween the service provider and its customers). 
Each dimension of expectations is likely to involve two service levels. 
The first is the desired service level or what the customer hopes to re- 
ceive-a blend of what can and should be. The second represents the 
adequate service level-that level of service a customer finds acceptable. 
It is relatively easy to state that customers define service quality as the 
discrepancy that exists between their expectations or desires and their 
perceptions of experiences. What is more challenging is the identifica- 
tion of those service quality elements that customers indicate are the most 
significant. This is an area in which a discrepancy often exists between 
the perceptions of customers and service providers. While the theory 
concerning customer needs and expectations in general is extensive, little 
empirical data regarding library customers seem to exist. 
Edwards and Browne (1995) report that library staff tend to empha-
size empathy, tangibles, and customer/staff relationships. Yet, academic 
library users tend to attach greater importance to reliability and respon- 
siveness. Library users hold expectations for concrete indicators such as 
the rapid delivery of interlibrary loan materials or the consistently good 
working order of online equipment. The latter assumes even greater im- 
portance for remote users. A 1994 study conducted by Evans Library of 
Texas A & M University (Coleman, Xiao, Bair, & Chollett, 1997) provides 
corroboration. Using SERVQUAL, an instrument designed to measure 
service quality based on a customer’s minimum, perceived, and desired 
levels of performance, library staff learned that the almost 200 respon-
dents identified reliability as the most important dimension while empa- 
thy was the least important. As such, users both expect the most and 
tolerate the least concerning reliability of service. Again, this is likely to 
assume even greater importance for remote users. 
Library staff with a good understanding of needs and expectations 
and their relation to customer satisfaction will experience greater success 
in satisfying their customers. However, the goal should not be simply to 
meet expectations but rather to exceed them by surprising and delighting 
customers. To do so, library staff must attempt to both manage and 
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redefine customer behavior and expectations. For some, this has the nega- 
tive connotation of creating needs for a service or product developed more 
for the sake of the vendor or service provider than for the customer. What 
is actually involved is a market-driven focus manifested in creativity or 
innovation that develops a new product or service to address previously 
unmet or unrecognized needs. For this undertaking to succeed, library 
staff must possess a superior understanding of customers linked with the 
library’s capabilities. We must understand our customers’ behavioral needs, 
their overall attitudes, the environment in which they use services and 
products, and their perceptions of how services and resources compare to 
those of other service providers. 
Does the practice of expectations management result in a favorable 
payoff for libraries? The literature does not reveal an answer to this ques- 
tion. However, a survey of expectations management practices of British 
service firms was conducted in 1993 (Pitt &Jeantrout, 1994). Over one 
hundred key marketing decision makers responded and shared their per- 
ceptions. They believed that attention to expectations management re- 
sulted in higher levels of customer satisfaction, greater market share, a 
better understanding of the relationship between pricing and expecta- 
tions, and greater overall understanding of their customers’ expectations 
gained from regular customer contact and research. 
Another essential component is a major educational effort on the 
part of library staff. Staff need to be honest with library users in educat- 
ing/informing them as to what libraries can or cannot provide and what 
the costs, both monetary and other, will be to provide the desired services. 
This element is especially critical in distance learning environments where 
remote users may possess less loyalty to the “home” institution and may be 
willing to shop around for the needed resources provided in the most 
user-friendly manner. 
A key fact to remember, and it is especially applicable with regard to 
remote users, is that library customers are not only service recipients but 
they are also service providers. In virtually every service delivery transac- 
tion, the customer brings two types of information and/or effort (Kelley, 
Skinner, & Donnelly, 1992). The first is customer technical quality, which 
involves any labor performed by the customer or information that she/he 
provides. The customer also brings functional quality, or the interper- 
sonal aspects of customer behavior (such as courtesy, friendliness, and 
respect) during the service transaction. While the first type is likely to 
assume greater importance in a remote access environment, the second 
type has relevance for activities such as telephone conversations, e-mail 
communications, and telefax transmissions. 
Thus, library customers actually assume the role of partial employees 
of the library. Since customer dissatisfaction is often due to the customer’s 
behavior, customers need to understand their role in the service delivery 
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proce\s. Library staff can assist customers in attaining this goal by employ- 
ing the socialization process. By providing customers with behavioral guide- 
lines that apply to a library, staff enable users to adapt to and come to 
appreciate the library’s values, norms, and required behavior patterns. 
Many libraries have developed statements of guiding principles, beliefs, 
or values, and these can greatly facilitate the socialization process. 
SATISFACTION 
Satisfaction is the state that results after a library user has favorably or 
positively experienced a service or product. It can be quantified and basi- 
cally represents the degree to which a library has met a user’s needs and 
expectations. Satisfaction is based on the concept of disconfirmation, 
which represents the gap that exists between customer expectations and 
service performance. This gap, in turn, can develop from a customer’s 
perception of the relationship between expectations and performance. 
Thus, perceptions generally assume greater significance than actual ser- 
vice performance or quality. Researchers (Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Berry, 
1990) have identified four gaps: (1) between actual customer expecta- 
tions and management’s perception of customcr expectations, (2) between 
service quality specifications and management’s perception of customer 
expectations, (3) between service delivery and service quality specifica- 
tions, and (4) between service delivery and external communications re- 
lating to it. 
The concept of satisf‘action is similar to an escalator. As customers 
get better treatment which, in turn, leads to a higher level of satisfaction, 
they raise their level of expectations, demand better treatment, and moti- 
vate libraries to strive even harder. While this situation presents library 
staff with a challenge, it can also create a win/win situation in which li- 
braries gain valuable support from their constituents. While satisfaction 
is a concept that is based upon past performance, it also involves a for- 
ward-looking component. Libraries can use instruments that define what 
their users want or record user experiences and levels of satisfaction. In 
addition, library staff should also attempt to anticipate changes in their 
customers’ values and preferences by identifjing those external forces 
that reshape customers and their values (Freid & Freid, 1995). 
Perhaps the most significant caveat relating to satisfaction is the ten- 
dency to dwell on satisfaction as meeting, not exceeding, customers’ ex- 
pectations. Rather, library staff need to attempt to move beyond satisfac- 
tion by exceeding user expectations and by addressing customers’ desires 
for innovation and creativity. 
4 University of Michigan study (Stewart, 1995)revealed that customer 
satisfaction in the United States is declining. Key reasons given for this 
situation are inadequate awareness of rising customer expectations and 
the view that customer service is a cost that detracts from corporate results 
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instead of promoting services as being an investment. Another factor is 
the considerable wave of corporate restructuring that has affected all ar- 
eas of U.S. society, including higher education and libraries. Reorganiza- 
tion often has a direct impact on a library’s ability to provide customer 
service. 
To help companies focus on satisfaction, the business school of the 
University of Michigan and the American Society for Quality Control cre- 
ated the American Customer Satisfaction Index (Fornell, Johnson, Ander- 
son, Cha, & Bryant, 1996). Designed as a customer-based measurement 
system for evaluating and enhancing a company’s performance, this in- 
strument measures the quality of goods and services provided by over 200 
firms in more than forty industries. The ratings are based on interviews 
conducted with about 250 current customers of each company. In this 
index, overall satisfaction is based on perceived quality and value. An- 
other element is customer expectations based on prior experience with 
the product or service and a projection of the vendor/service provider’s 
ability to deliver quality in the future. 
Whether or not a library chooses to implement such an instrument is 
not necessarily significant in and of itself. What is essential, however, is 
that staff give considerable thought and attention to the concepts and 
issues involved. 
SERVICE CUSTOMERS ENVIRONMENTTO REMOTE IN THE NONLIBRARY 
In private industry, there are some businesses that involve the need 
of remote access by their customers. Examples are banking, Internet ser- 
vice providers, and the retail catalog order industry. What can library staff 
learn from these vendors? While one would expect the catalog order 
industry to have conducted research in this area and have implemented 
fairly developed programs, the literature does not seem to indicate this. 
Banaghan (1997) reports that, among Internet service customers, 
technical support has become increasingly important in that 60 percent 
of users believe that twenty-four hour help desk support is important. Are 
library staff ready to provide this level of support? One possibility would 
be for library and information technology staff to share help desk respon- 
sibilities. 
Providers of remote banking services have learned that the right mix 
of products and services offered at the right price are key to success. How- 
ever, of equal, if not greater, importance is a variety of distribution chan- 
nels and means of access (Fredrick, 1995). According to Fredrick, con- 
sumers desire not only the distribution channel of their choice but also 
the ability to switch distribution channels and use the most convenient 
access method. Thus, access becomes critical s o  that it will result in greater 
convenience for customers. It may be that remote customers actually de- 
fine service in terms of accessibility. 
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Remote service providers have also found that remote customers are 
likely to have relatively few interactions with their employees. These cus- 
tomers have become, in effect, invisible. Thus, the challenge for remote 
service providers has become one of maintaining and strengthening their 
relationships with customers who may never step inside a bank, store, or 
library. Because remote customers attach such importance to the method 
of access, this has major implications for customer loyalty to the service 
provider or vendor. As technology tends to depersonalize service, so too 
does customer loyalty become weakened (“HowDo You Maintain Service 
Quality...,” 1993). In a remote environment, offering a high level of cus-
tomer service remains the sole way ofbuilding up customer trust andloyalty. 
NEEDSOF REMOTE USERSLIBRARY 
Remote access is not a new phenomenon for libraries; staff have long 
communicated with their users in writing or via telephone. What is new is 
the rapidly increasing number of library customers who access resources 
from remote sites exclusively or in conjunction with on-site visits. 
Until relatively recently, librdries’ principal experience with remote 
access users involved OPACs (Online Public Access Catalogs). M’ith mo- 
dems, users were able to dial in from buildings on campus as well as from 
off-campus sites. 
Kalin (1991)characterized remote OPAC users as individualswith high 
expectations whose appetite has been whetted by the convenience of‘re-
mote access. As a result, they may tend to become somewhat impatient as 
they demand constant access, user-friendly systems, no breakdowns or 
waiting, and speedy document delivery. Kalin found that remote users 
expect a customer-business relationship with the library and view an OPAC 
as a product that should perform as advertised. 
deKock (1993)found that remote OPAC users encountered new prob- 
lems and formulated new queries. These, in turn, required staff to de- 
velop new skills in the areas of technical support. 
Remote OPAC users tend to encounter two categories of problems: 
(1)those involving the technology required to provide access; and (2) search 
protocols and OPAC interfaces. The former requires the user to master 
equipment and telecommunications software in order to deal effectively 
with situations such as line noise, telecommunications problems, and in- 
compatibility of equipment or software, The second category involves 
more traditional problenis such as system structure and commands. These 
categories also apply to the full range of electronic information resources 
that users of all types of libraries are using to a greater degree. While the 
second category often has online help available to assist the user, the first 
category requires either technical support from a staff member or the 
user’s own resourcefulness to resolve problems. One key fact to remem- 
ber is that problems of the first type-i.e., relating to technology-often 
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are due to factors beyond the library’s control. This is an area in which 
library staff need to communicate clearly to users the extent of library 
responsibility. Doing so should diminish the likelihood of users forming 
unrealistic expectations or holding the library responsible for their dissat- 
isfac tion. 
In the case of remote access, the paramount factor involves the qual- 
ity of service associated with a particular electronic resource or service. 
Thus, the key element is likely to be a human one that involves a personal 
relationship between the user and the staff member. Because remote 
users are most likely to require point-of-need (or just-in-time) help, there 
is a great need for assistance and instruction (Rosenquist-Buhler, 1996). 
An appropriate service would include print handouts, electronic help pages, 
perhaps search demos in video or via satellite, or individual consultation 
via e-mail, telephone, telefax, and mail. 
To provide this type of assistance effectively, libraries need to hire 
staffwho are knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and patient. This effort should 
be viewed as a staff-wide public relations campaign requiring a team effort 
of the entire staff, notjust those in public services. Staff need to promote 
the resources available and keep users informed of new systems and sys-
tem enhancements/modifications. All staff members should receive the 
training needed to become instructors in system interaction (Rosenquist- 
Buhler, 1996). The staff must be able to engage in effective and extensive 
user communication and, of course, function as troubleshooters for hard- 
ware and software. 
Lusher (1996) states that campus remote users comprise a unique 
category all their own. The challenge for library staff then is to provide a 
range of support services that blend services provided to in-house users 
and those offered to long distance-remote users. Examples of such ser- 
vices include handouts designed from a remote user’s perspective, a hand- 
out dealing solely with technical access information, and electronic refer- 
ence. When remote users call in with searching problems, staff could log 
on to the network or resource and recreate the search. 
While the preceding sections deal with remote users or customers in 
general, the remainder of the article addresses a subset of that popula- 
tion-i.e., users in a distance learning situation. 
THEDISTANCE CONTEXTLEARNING 
Slade and Kascus (1996) defined distance education as the indepen- 
dent mode of study characterized by the physical separateness of learners 
and teachers and the use of print, mechanical, or electronic devices to 
convey the course content (p. xvi). For well over a hundred years, 
correspondence courses have existed in the United States, relying on com- 
munication through the mail between learners and distant instructors. 
By the late 1960s, distance learners had access to radio and television 
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programs, telephone tutoring and conferences, and, more recently, 
telefacsimile transmissions. Teaching packets for these telecourses in- 
cluded study guides, audiotapes, videotapes, and CD-ROMs. Both corre- 
spondence courses and telecourses are still being offered, along with 
courses providing even greater degrees of interactivity such as those us-
ing e-mail, audio conferencing, and videoconferencing. 
M'ith the increase in personal computers in the home, Internet courses 
are growing in popularitv. In this asynchronous form of distance educa- 
tion, students determine their own schedule and location for studying. 
Such conrses can include instructor-directed discussions, exercises, or 
projects using electronic mailing list managers, Usenet newsgroups, or 
HyperNews (a hybrid of the mailing list manager/newsgroup), as well as 
other Web-based technologies. 
However, recent advances in computer and telecommunication tech- 
nology have made two-way interactive video available through compressed 
video transmission over telephone lines or through the Internet at rela- 
tively low cost. This low-cost, highly interactive synchronous technology 
can be combined with asynchronous discussions over the Internet/Intranet 
to expand the degree of interactivity between students. Institutions of 
higher education have found this an inexpensive means of expanding 
programs into suburban and riiral areas, thereby increasing enrollments. 
Moreover, lifelong learning is increasing in popularity among adults with 
work and family responsibilities. 
It is difficult to estimate enrollment figures for distance education. 
However, one can gauge the extent of distance education in the United 
States by looking at the numbers of institutions offering such courses and 
programs as listed in the Web catalog of the Globewide Network Acad- 
emy. This clearinghouse of distance education information shows listings 
for more than 10,000courses and degree programs offered by nearly 400 
institutions worldwide as of July 1997. Approximately 300 of these are 
U.S. institutions. According to Noam ( 1997), electronic distance educa- 
tion is provided by some 150 schools in the United States using seventy- 
five satellite channels (p. 6). 
STUDEN.15 
Distance learners range in age from high school through traditional- 
aged community college, undergraduate, and graduate students to adults 
and older adults. However, listserv discussions of the demographics of 
distance learners in urban/suburban and 1lira1 settings show anecdotal 
support of the demographics noted on Peterson's Distance Learning Web 
Page-most students who enroll in distance education courses are over 
twenty-five years old, are employed, and have previous college experience. 
Over half are female. As a group, distance learners are highly motivated. 
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Their course completion rate exceeds that of students enrolled in tradi- 
tional on-campus courses. 
Listserv discussions also note that a higher percentage of white women 
participate in distance programs than are enrolled in the traditional oncam- 
pus courses at the same institutions. Distance learners also tend to be part- 
time students. Technical distance education classes show higher enrollments 
of men while all other distance education classes show higher enrollments of 
women without regard to location (urban, suburban, or rural). 
Living at long distances from the sponsoring institution might be the 
primary reason for taking distance education classes in rural settings. 
However, listserv comments about the reasons for taking distance educa- 
tion classes in urban/suburban settings ranged from “convenience” (many 
employers, such as hospitals, bring distance education courses into the 
workplace) to “it’s the only option they have” (specialized courses might 
not be offered any other way). Other reasons include confinement to the 
remote site for various reasons, such as lack of transportation, disability 
(their own or that of someone they care for) and, most often, job or fam- 
ily obligations. Comments noted that some student5 simply chose not to 
drive to campus for various reasons, but they will take courses on campus 
(often simultaneously with a distance education course) if the course is 
not offered through distance education. 
DISTANCE AND LIBRMYLEARNING SERVICES 
What is the relationship between distance learning and academic li- 
braries? A 1996 survey of the 119 members ofthe Association of Research 
Libraries shows the extent to which major U.S. academic libraries are pro-
viding services for distance education courses. Of the seventy-four re- 
spondents, forty-six (62 percent) indicated that their institution is partici- 
pating in distance education programs, primarily through interactive video 
technology (forty of the forty-six) . All but three of the libraries provide 
services to support these courses. Half provide instructional support assis- 
tance to the faculty for the development of distance education courses 
(Snyder, Logue, & Preece, 1996). 
COURSEDESIGN 
The literature reveals that any early expectations of a smooth transi- 
tion to teaching in the interactive television context evaporate quickly in 
the heat of exposure to this medium. Alley (1996), who taught a first-year 
physics class using distance education for the first time in 1995, was bewil-
dered by his first encounter with the instructional technologies available 
to him: “I was soon to discover that the class could not be taught within 
conventional boundaries of thinking and course design” (p.49). He made 
significant changes to his course that led to an overhaul of his approach 
to teaching. 
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Alley expected students in the revised course to go beyond the gen- 
eral facts and principles of the discipline. Students experienced how pro- 
fessional scientists use computers and Internet access on a daily basis by 
searching the Internet, using video simulations on CD-ROM, contacting 
physicists by e-mail, and using PC-based productivity software. 
The availability of Internet access, multimedia instructional software, 
interactive video technology, networked access to information resources- 
all these have dramatically changed the nature and teaching methods in- 
volved in distance education. Teaching faculty need to reeducate them- 
selves to make use of these powerful technological tools in their class- 
rooms and to change their teaching styles and methods accordingly. 
Shaughnessy (1995) suggests that academic librarians, in turn, will need 
to participate on instructional design teams so that libraries can deliver 
appropriate library resources to remote students as integral parts of their 
learning as opposed to the supplemental readings approach. 
Not only does the redesign process drain faculty energy and time, but 
it can also mean a loss of control in the amount and scope of material to 
be covered. One science professor believes that interactive television (ITV) 
technology creates a lag time or “coefficient of friction,” allowing faculty 
to achieve only 80 percent of what they could in a traditional classroom. 
A nursing professor finds that the dynamics of classroom participa- 
tion require constant attention. She reworks the course continually, ex- 
perimenting with different spatial arrangements to improve group inter- 
action. Some classroom arrangements prevent easy discussion among more 
than six students. Other interactive television systems are not capable of 
carrying overlapping voices in an informal discussion, thereby creating a 
choppy interaction. This presents a challenge because her field, ethical 
issues in nursing, requires an environment of rapport and trust. This 
professor and many of her colleagues make an effort to alternate teach- 
ing between the sites to foster students’ comfortable participation. How- 
ever, it can be frustrating to travel to the distant site if there are few stu- 
dents in attendance, especially given the inevitable absences among these 
employed adults with family responsibilities. 
One aspect of understanding faculty expectations for teaching is to 
recognize that gender differences may shape approaches to technology. 
Brunner (1991)claims that: “Women wish for small appealing objects that 
allow them to collaborate, to create, to share their work, and to integrate 
their work and home lives. Men wish for magic wands that give them 
enormous power, fabulous speed, and infinite wisdom” (p. 133). 
Libraries can accommodate, to some extent, the wish for speed and 
power. However, the systems available will never match the ultimate fan- 
tasy of tapping the world’s wisdom effortlessly. Brunner expresses con- 
cern that the masculine (and business) vision of distance learning as a 
means of more efficient delivery of education will supersede the vision of 
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bringing different kinds of people together and collaborating to make up 
their own minds about ideas and events. Brunner calls for a balance be- 
tween the “masculine” fantasy of ever-increasing power and speed with the 
“feminine” fantasy of increasing connectedness and support for genuine 
inquiry. If we expect women and men to relate to technology differently, 
we will likely develop a layered approach to providing support services. 
The most significant danger to libraries from the ITV environment is 
that the added complexity of teaching might crowd out instructors’ atten- 
tion to issues that have never yet been adequately addressed-issues such 
as information literacy skills. It is all too easy for instructors to assume 
that the additional materials they bring into the distance learning class- 
room, such as slides and videotapes, adequately replace individual research 
in terms of stimulating interest. 
DISTANCE AND LIBRARYLEARNERS SERVICES 
Decades ago, when many institutions of higher education offered 
correspondence classes, they simply mailed students easy-to-follow instruc- 
tions. As the off-campus education programs became more sophisticated, 
the institutions sent packets of information that included lectures, photo- 
copies of reading materials, and assignments. In order to complete many 
of these assignments, students needed to seek help at a nearby library. 
Those institutions that belonged to a consortium almost always referred 
students to the closest consortium library. In most cases, the parent insti- 
tution library staff had made no prior arrangements with the library that 
was actually expected to provide the services. 
Academic librarians tried to support these distance education stu- 
dents by compiling bibliographies or research guides and by providing 
photocopies of required readings and interlibrary loan services. In many 
cases, this was a hit-or-miss process. 
Within the past ten years, however, the situation has improved, at 
least in theory. The Association of College and Research Libraries (1990) 
underscored the parent institution’s responsibility “for providing support 
which addresses the information needs of its extended campus programs” 
in the revised and updated Guidelines f o r  Extended Campus Library Services. 
According to Shaughnessy (1995), distance learning programs are 
“distance and time independent, customer focused, and more relevant to 
the needs of the work place ...” (p.1).Academic librarians, already heavily 
challenged by technological advances, must face the unique needs and 
expectations of these students. Millson-Martula and Menon (1995) argue 
that, because an academic library’s various constituencies possess differ- 
ing needs and expectations, it is inappropriate to use one group’s infor- 
mation needs as the principal guide for determining services offered to 
all users. In other words, librarians need to understand the unique needs 
of distance learners when providing services to them. 
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Higher education faculty and students approach distance learning 
with the expectation that the experience will be the same as experiences 
they have had in traditional educational settings. Both faculty and students 
also expect that their research and informational needs will be the same 
as for courses and programs taught in traditional settings. Faculty expec- 
tations change rapidly with experience in distance learning. In addition, 
these expectations serve to set, readjust, or reinforce student expecta- 
tions. Thus, library staff must understand the opportunities that distance 
learning programs present in order to anticipate and help shape realistic 
remote user expectations. This requires open and proactive communica- 
tion, flexible and creative use of resources, and a change in roles for library 
staff in order to avoid making distance learners second-class citizens. 
A CASESTUDY 
Ledo (1994) reports on a 1990 survey of external (remote) students 
enrolled at the South Australian College of Advanced Education (SACm).  
While the survey did not address the issue of student expectations directly, 
it was quite revealing regarding the relationship between remote students 
and library services. 
The thirty-five respondents included twenty-two undergraduates and 
thirteen graduate students, all of whom resided in Whyalla. Not only did 
they use other libraries more than the SACAE library, but they also used 
the whole range of libraries available in the city (college, nursing, public, 
and educational resources). Implications of this behavior include a critical 
need for the “home” library to establish formal cooperative arrangements 
with the other service providers. In addition, remote users need tobecome 
aware of the services, resources, and facilities available to them in local 
libraries. The respondents also indicated that convenience, not the avail- 
ability or lack of resources, was the key factor in their use of otherlibraries. 
The SACAE library distributed to all remote students a booklet de- 
scribing the “home” institution’s library services. However, students re- 
ported little face-to-face contact with the home library’s staff. This likely 
contributed to the fact that the students made little use of reference ser- 
vices or online search services. It may also have been a factor contribut- 
ing to the students’ use of other libraries. 
Finally, the study revealed an extremely interesting and surprising 
situation. The undergraduate respondents considered their friends and 
colleagues, not a library, as their primary information sources. This situa- 
tion shonld provide the home library with an outstanding opportunity to 
learn about their students’ needs. 
DISTANCE xr DEPAULLEARNING UNIVERSITY 
The Curriculum 
DePaul University is located on five campuses in the greater Chicago 
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area. As part of an initiative by the North Suburban Higher Education 
Consortium of the Illinois Board of Higher Education, DePaul installed 
its first interactive television classrooms during the 1993-94academic year 
at three campuses. The ITV technology is a fully interactive video and 
audio system in which students at the “receiving” site view television moni- 
tors showing an instructor at a remote location on one screen and their 
own classroom on another. ITV also allows instructors to use videotapes, 
slides, and presentation graphics software. The instructor and a technical 
staff person have full control of the direction and focus of the television 
video and audio production. As a result, they can choose to put students 
on camera to speak with the instructor or other students. 
DePaul’s most common use of ITV technology is to link sections of 
classes (primarily in computer science) between its campuses in Chicago’s 
Loop and in Lincoln Park on the north side of the city. Far fewer courses 
link a DePaul campus with remote sites such as community colleges, high 
schools, and hospitals in the outlying suburbs. The university’s goal is to 
expand the number of complete academic or professional programs rather 
than individual course offerings in the distance learning environment. 
However, at present, most students who take a course at a distant site have 
either taken courses previously on a DePaul campus or are enrolled simul- 
taneously in courses on campus and at remote sites. 
Library Seruices and Resources 
DePaul’s Lincoln Park campus library is home to collections in the 
liberal arts and sciences, and its downtown library focuses on business and 
computer science. DePaul is part of the ILLINET consortium of over 
forty academic libraries in Illinois with cooperative borrowing arrange- 
ments for students and a common online catalog. In addition, most dis- 
tance learning students are employed full time and have access to special 
libraries provided by their employers. 
DePaul distributes nearly seventy electronic databases and a growing 
collection of full-text electronic journals as widely as possible beyond the 
five campus locations. Some resources can be accessed only in one spe- 
cific campus library, others at any library, others on any networked com- 
puter in the university, others from remote computers using an Internet 
SLIP connection, and still others from remote computers using only a 
modem and telecommunications software. This confusing array of re- 
sources changes and expands continually to improve access and system 
reliability. 
Study Design 
The authors focused on courses between a DePaul campus and a re-
mote site because the challenge of delivering library services to students 
is greater when they attend a class at a non-DePaul site. The DePaul pro- 
grams currently involved in these efforts are primarily the School for New 
Learning, which offers interdisciplinary undergraduate and Master’s pro- 
grams for returning adult students, and the nursing graduate program, 
whose students are also primarily experienced adult women who have been 
out of formal education for many years. Both programs have successfully 
integrated education in library research and computer skills into appro- 
priate courses. 
Ten faculty members (three men and seven women) have taught 
courses between a DePaul campus and a remote site. The disproportion- 
ate number of female faculty is due to the predominance of women in 
nursing. Two of the faculty are part-time adjunct professors, and the other 
eight are fdl-time faculty. No faculty member has taught more than four 
courses in the four academic years since the interactive television class- 
rooms were installed. 
The authors stir veyed twen ty-four graduate nursing students at 
non-DePaul sites over the course of one year. For the first two quarters, 
the authors used an open-ended questionnaire. In the third and fourth 
quarters, the authors asked students to rate specific library services as ex-
ceeding, meeting, or failing to meet their expectations. Because all of the 
students surveyed were female, the authors were not able to analyze gen- 
der differences in expectations. However, the literature indicates the ex- 
istence of such differences, and library staff should take those differences 
into account when anticipating both student and faculty needs. 
Information on faculty expectations was similarly limited. The au- 
thors conducted an informal e-mail survey and telephone interviews with 
six faculty, monitored four electronic discussion lists, and attended panel 
presentations at conferences on distance learning. 
Needs and Expectations 
Based on the literature and the authors’ experiences, the authors 
inferred that student expectations about course requirements derive from 
their instructors and become clarified through experience with grades 
and discussion with peers. Becker (1968) analyzes the subtle calculus stu- 
dents use to judge what will be required from them to earn the desired 
assignment score or course grade. The authors also inferred that dis- 
tance learners have the same research and information needs as the on- 
campus learners in the same class, although the emphasis on certain ser- 
vices might vary. Students will expect their instructors to be aware of the 
resources and services of the library, and they will expect the library to 
support whatever their instructors tell them to do. Therefore, the au- 
thors focused primarily on faculty expectations and perceptions of student 
needs as opposed to direct student input regarding their expectations. 
Faculty Expectations 
In addition to their early expectations of a smooth transition to teach- 
ing in the distance learning context, faculty who have struggled to adapt 
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to the challenge of distance education carry expectations in two other 
relevant areas: (1) the library research/information acquisition process, 
and (2) remote use of the library. 
Faculty expectations about library skills that distance learners develop 
are founded on older assumptions about how students learn to use a li- 
brary. The process of gathering information or reviewing the literature 
on a particular topic is a matter of professional socialization rather than 
explicit instruction. This informal socialization differs across disciplines. 
When asked about his expectations for student research, one professor 
replied that he taught the “regular science research process.” He pro- 
vided students with a handout of research tips and suggested, as a way of 
developing a topic, that students “fan through current journals” or pur- 
sue a personal interest. 
Most faculty were full-time students in traditional programs and used 
a library with some degree of comfort on a fairly regular basis. They often 
worked as graduate research assistants and developed strategies for library 
research based on minimal faculty explanation, plenty of peer support, 
and help from reference librarians. This method works well for full-time 
students with several years to learn the ropes. However, it presumes a 
professional interest in acquiring research skills that may not be present 
in the distance learner population. It also presumes that students will 
have enough contact with faculty to develop a feel for the influential jour- 
nals in the discipline, and that students will have access to print materials 
for browsing. 
Faculty expect distance learners to use an academic library, and they 
make no distinction between the skills needed by a student on campus 
and one at a remote site. Faculty expect graduate students in particular 
to use a research library, given that distance learning makes education 
more convenient in other ways. This expectation may be at odds with the 
promotion of distance education by university administrators emphasiz- 
ing convenience, especially that of taking classes near a student’s home or 
office. The faculty impression that students want a “drive-in education,” 
rather than being affiliated with the university, may be a result of self- 
selection of a group of students for whom travel time is a major factor in 
the choice of university. 
Most faculty believe that a combination of handouts (developed by 
themselves or by librarians) and peer explanations are sufficient to ad- 
dress students’ needs in negotiating their options for library use. One 
faculty member mentioned the effectiveness of using live demonstrations 
for in-class library training in the ITV environment. One respondent found 
that her colleagues in distance education tended to let students fend for 
themselves in developing the best strategies for library use. In a context 
like DePaul, where most distance learners have taken, or are taking, courses 
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on campus, faculty are not likely to expect students to need assistance in 
making the transition to distance learning. 
Faculty of all ages perceive online resources as a “ l ~ ~ ~ i r y ”that elimi- 
nates the need for traveling from library to library in search of pertinent 
material and that permits awareness of a wider range of valuable sources 
than were available to them as students. However, given overloaded stu- 
dents’ need for convenience, faculty are concerned about the quality of 
resources used. In the absence of efficient library document delivery, 
students may be confronted with the difficult choice between traveling to 
use an appropriate collection, paying high prices for commercial docu- 
ment delivery, and settling for full-text popular sources at a local public 
library or information provided free on the Internet. If faculty and librar- 
ians Pail to both motivate students to find “core and critical” items and 
provide adequate delivery services, students may resort to cheap and con- 
venient sources. However, thoughtful faculty also recognize that making 
students aware of the full range of material available can lead to increased 
frustration when the actual resources are not accessible without excessive 
strident effort. 
Faculty noted that some students who choose their topics carefully 
have success relying exclusively on electronic sources. For example, re- 
search on problems in the ethical use of computing could cover topics 
such as privacy, security, or electronic commerce, for which substantial 
material is available online at no cost. In addition, the background mate- 
rial in ethics and philosophy is largely in the public domain and can be 
found online or at any public library. 
Technically adept faculty also recognize that student access to library 
resources depends on the power of their home computers. They hear 
complaints from students if needed resources are available only at the 
library rather than at networked computers in labs where students can 
use word processing and e-mail. Many students lack a computer at home 
but have access at work. Many companies now have Internet capabilities 
but not the SLIP access needed to use the university’s domain name for 
access to proprietary databases. In light of such technical obstacles and 
an increasingly complex information environment, these faculty expect 
to depend more on free public databases in the future, especially as ac- 
cess to full-textjournals grows. 
Student Expectations 
When registering for distance learning courses, the students we sur- 
veyed did not expect them to be different from other classes they had 
taken on campus, and they did not change that expectation by the end of 
the courses. All students expected moderate to extensive use of library 
services, and those expectations were met. On-campus students surveyed 
in the same interactive video class had the same expectations as the re- 
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mote students. Thus, it seems that the nature and level of a program or 
course, and previous experience within a program of study, will set stu- 
dent expectations about the need to use the library for assignments, even 
before the instructor has the opportunity to reinforce or adjust those ex- 
pectations with his or her own expectations about assignments. 
Expectations Regarding Library Seruices and Resources 
During its second term of offering distance learning courses, the nurs- 
ing department adopted a statement entitled “Department of Nursing 
Policies & Procedures for Distance Learning Courses” (DePaul University, 
1996). Statements such as this, even if only used internally by faculty, can 
do much to set or reinforce student expectations about library use: “Mu- 
tual interaction between students and faculty is required at every session, 
therefore attendance (on-camera participation) is mandatory. Classes meet 
evenings and weekends on a weekly or bimonthly basis to accommodate 
the needs of adult learners. However, you must also allocate time for 
independent work between sessions. Courses may include lab, clinical, or 
community service projects as well as presentations, papers, and exams” 
(p. 1). 
Most of the distance learners surveyed said that they needed library 
services and expected to complete the same assignments as they would on 
campus. However, distance learners might need different delivery mecha- 
nisms or emphasize different services. The availability of other providers 
of library resources and services colors students’ expectations about li- 
brary services. Moreover, people in the medical, legal, and corporate worlds 
are accustomed to having libraries perform more services for them. 
Accordingly, when asked what library services they expected, two of 
the distance learners indicated that they expected a service offered by 
special libraries-i.e., literature searches performed by library staff. One 
changed her expectations, doing the searches herself, while the other 
went to a nonaffiliated library and had the search done there. While 
libraries serving distance learners could consider meeting such expecta- 
tions, it is important to consult with faculty first to ascertain that such 
services will not hamper academic goals. For example, students who must 
develop a thesis should not be led to think of the literature review as 
separate from the process of finding fruitful areas for research. 
Students also expected online database access and extended library 
hours. These expectations were met, but not always by the home institu- 
tion library alone. Students who needed extensive access to medical jour- 
nals met those expectations by going to an academic medical library. The 
nursing department’s policy statement suggests two such libraries with 
extensive medical journal collections and suggests querying individual li- 
braries for policies and hours of operation. The communication of this 
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statement to students through faculty, syllabi, handouts, or verbal 
orientation might have led the student expecting extensive access to medi- 
caljournals directly to an academic medical library. 
When the authors asked students if specific ser1ices met expectations, 
the majority indicated that they did not use, or were unaware of, most of 
those services (which the open-ended questionnaire did not list). None- 
theless, half of those students were satisfied overall with the services pro- 
vided, while the other half predictably had no opinion. The students who 
answered the open-ended questionnaire indicated that the level of library 
service performance met their expectations, which related to literature 
searches, online database access, and extended library hours. If nothing 
else, a survey can be a useful tool for making users aware of services and 
resources. That awareness alone might serve to increase satisfaction. 
Most students used more than one library to do the assignments for 
their distance learning courses. Ih’hile over half of the respondents used 
DePaul’s main campus library, other libraries used included the remote 
site libraries (community college and hospital libraries), academic medi- 
cal libraries, and public libraries. Only half of the respondents indicated 
use of the remote site libraries even though 75 percent indicated satisfac- 
tion with those libraries; 25 percent had no opinion. Again, the nursing 
departnir:nt’s policy statement may do much to set expectations about 
library services: “Do not expect the distant site libraries to have adequate 
holdings of advanced level materials. DePaul University or your local li- 
brary may be able to obtain items for you through interlibrary loan sys-
tems, but you must allow a minimum of two to three weeks for delivery” 
(p. 2 ) .  
Library staff must recognize students’ use of other libraries and help 
them understand what academic, public, and special libraries can do for 
them. They also need to recognize the burden that this use of services 
places on those libraries. Thus, the host library should have formal writ- 
ten agreements with site libraries as well as with heavily used, unaffiliated 
libraries to provide some form of incentives or compensation such as re-
ciprocal service or borrowing, fee payments, database access, or the pur- 
chase of materials or equipment. 
The way in which the institution promotes the distance learning pro- 
gram will also color students’ expectations. If the institution’s marketing 
stresses the benefit of not having to travel into the city, students might 
have the impression that they can complete the entire program without 
driving to campus. Trips into an urban area especially are a problem. 
There is likely to be less resistance to a trip to another suburb, even involv- 
ing a greater distance, in order to a17oid problems with finding and/or 
paying for parking, a lack offamiliaritywith the route, etc. Students from 
the northern suburbs drove to Wisconsin to use a library rather than drive 
into Chicago. 
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In DePaul’s urban environment, and especially in programs like nurs- 
ing in which most students are women, these problems can be compounded 
by anxiety about personal safety. During the process of choosing the first 
site location for DePaul’s distance learning nursing courses, one adminis- 
trator chose the non-urban campus of a community college over its other 
urban, but non-Chicago, campus because she had been told that students 
do not consider the urban site very safe. 
Student access to computers with modems at home or at work can 
provide the convenience of doing varying amounts of research without 
leaving the home/work environment. One professor estimated that half 
of her students had access to a computer with a modem and some kind of 
Internet access. Of students completing the more detailed survey, 75 per-
cent had Internet access, although only 25 percent had Internet access 
through a DePaiil SLIP account. SLIP access provides an increased num- 
ber of databases, basic reference sources, electronic reserves, and full-text 
electronic journals. 
Whether a distance learning course or program requires students to 
have Internet access and provides a SLIP account has a tremendousimpact 
on student and faculty expectations and satisfaction with library services. 
One professor commented that being able to at least start one’s re- 
search at home also has the rather unexpected effect of making students 
excited to get into the library. One way of looking at this effect is to 
consider that the expectation of finding specific items helps overcome 
the logistical problems of traveling to the library as well as problems with 
time away from work and/or family responsibilities. Those who have a 
more defined objective (i.e., specific items identified at home that they 
know will be available in the library) may be more willing to make the trip, 
being more or less guaranteed of finding useful material, and better able 
to estimate the time it will take. 
Library staff should add to all of these expectations the same ones 
that traditional students exhibit-i.e., that any electronic resource is bet- 
ter than a similar print resource; that databases should contain the full 
text of articles; that the Internet and listservs will suffice for research on 
almost any subject. In addition, students who have experienced smaller 
institutions and libraries expect more one-on-one attention. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Just as the article thus far has two principal sections-one dealing 
with remote users in general and the other with distance learners-so too 
do the authors’ recommendations. The key fact to remember is a some- 
what ironic one. As technology has vastly expanded the range and ease of 
information access, it has done so at the expense of depersonalizing the 
process. A possibly unanticipated result has been that remote users of all 
types have expressed the need and expectation for personal contact and 
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one-on-one help. Library staff will need to focus on their relationships 
with students, Faculty, and other libraries if they are to successfully meet 
and exceed the needs arid expectations of all remotc users. The major 
needs and expectations of all remote users are summarized as follows: 
Krmote Uwr l V ~ ~ d s  
1. constant, around-the-clock access to online databases mounted on user-
friendly systems; 
2. 	twentyfour hour help desk or technical support; 
3 .  	a personal relationship with library staff in the nature of a customer- 
business relationship; and 
4. 	extensive information describing specific resources and the full range 
of services available at the “home” library. 
Distance I,eal-ner Needs 
1. a greater range of services provided by library staff, such as conducting 
online database searches and preparing packets of information, with 
less emphasis on self-service; 
2. 	to use a variety of libraries in addition to the “home” library to com- 
plete their academic assignments; and 
3 .  	to learn what other libraries can do for them. 
Implicntions for 12ibrarjStaff 
1. identify discrete groups of users; 
2. 	differentiate between the needs and expectations of on-site customers 
and those of remote users as well as within the total population of 
remote users; 
3.  	gauge users’ needs arid expectations using means such as interviews, 
focus groups, surveys, and the like; 
4. 	help socialize customers to understand and act out their role in the 
service delivery process; 
5. 	inform/educate users of services available from the home and other 
libraries and their respective costs; and 
6. establish formal relationships with other libraries to provide services 
and resources to distance learning students. 
As staff realize success in meeting and exceeding these needs and 
expectations, they will notice a corresponding change in their roles. Staff 
will develop greater expertise in providing technical support in addition 
to search assistance. They will also likelyjoin faculty in developing appli- 
cations of cducational technology in the classroom in addition to the libraq. 
The librarian’s professional role will no longer be that of intermedi- 
ary between consumers and commodities but rather between learners and 
resources provided to expand their knowledge and skills. Freddolino 
(1996) found that a quality learning environment depends on relation- 
ships with the local site, the sponsoring institution, and technolog. This 
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is because high technology makes personalized attention and individualized 
service increasingly important. When using technology to advance library 
services, library staff must be sure not to sacrifice personal attention for 
efficiency. For example, for smaller classes, individualized research con- 
sultations (whether in person, on site, on campus, via telephone with a 
toll-free number, over two-way interactive video, or  over desktop 
televideoconferencing software) may meet expectations of personal at- 
tention and provide more satisfaction than a more efficient group library 
instruction session, regardless of how it may be offered. 
While e-mail reference, electronic request forms, Web page posting 
of library distance learning policies, and Web-based library instruction 
have their places in providing services to remote users, the personal con- 
tact that a live voice or face can provide during telephone or two-way 
televideo reference transactions is important in meeting student expecta- 
tions and needs. Hiring one person to be responsible for distance learn- 
ing services and making this person’s e-mail, voice-mail, fax number, and 
face known to all in the distance learning program is another extremely 
important means of providing personal attention, even though the library 
services to distance learners are most often actually provided by the li- 
brary departments that provide those same services to on-campus students. 
The same innovation and awareness are needed in relating to faculty. 
Redesigning courses can be a time of learning and excitement, as it was 
for Alley and Repp (1996). It also means reduced control and a surren- 
der of some measure of independence. Library staff need to take advan- 
tage of the course redesign process by making faculty aware of their will- 
ingness to share expertise and to enter into partnerships when appropriate. 
With or without distance learning programs, many institutions of 
higher education are evolving into learning communities that are student- 
centered. To support this trend, library staff must be successful in both 
meeting and exceeding the ever-changing, ever-increasing, and ever-var- 
ied needs and expectations of all students and faculty. Consequently, 
academic library staff must assert themselves as key players in the learning 
process, thereby changing their roles from information providers to edu- 
cators. Library users, especially those who are remote, deserve no less. 
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